INSTALLATION

NAMUR interfaced High Flow Spool valve
1/2” - 3.5 Cv Series “T”

T45##P00000#

DESCRIPTION

Installation and product manual

1/2” Solenoid Piloted Control Valve designed for direct mounting onto pneumatically operated actuators. Meeting the NAMUR Standard interface fixing
dimensions . When paired with an appropriate Solenoid the T series valve is applicable for use in potentially explosive environments caused by gasses vapours
mists and /or dusts (ATEX Directive 2014/34/EU) Start up and maintenance are to be performed as per the instructions detailed in this and any accompanying
documentation provided on delivery.

NAMUR High flow 1/2” valve Series

Solenoid Compatibility
T series valves are compatible with all
CNOMO based solenoids (E13AXC######)
allowing for Safe area and Hazardous area use
with various different approval possibilities.
ATEX, IECEx, FM, GOST.

SEALS TEMPERATURE RANGE
NBR:
FVMQ:
FKM:

Features:



Interchangeable CNOMO interface operators including various hazardous area options
 Integrated Exhaust to Spring (ETS) feature
in 3/2 position
 Fully Sealed venting though Ports 3 and 5






Top face air connection

1/2″ mains air and exhaust ports

-20 <°C < +80
-60<°C < +180*
-45<°C < +150*

*Temperature range may be
limited by Solenoid choice

Pneumatic diagrams
3/2 spring return with ETS

5/2 Spring return

5/3 internal pilot
Centre open Exhaust

For help not covered in this manual, please get in touch
with us directly, using the details below.

Repair Kits

VALVE SPECIFICATION
Port size: G1/2 or 1/2” NPT

Standard

Low Temperature

West End Business Park,

VSK501

VSK501-140

Blackburn Road,

Working pressure (Internal pilot): 3 –10 bar

CV Factor: 3.5
Flow rate (6bar pressure with 1bar 1050 L/min
pressure drop):
Max ambient temperature: +80°c
Min working temperature: -20°c*
Lifespan (in ideal conditions): 10 years or 8,000,000 cycles

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION

T4514P000000 Shown above

5/3 internal pilot
All Ports Blocked

3/2 to 5/2 conversion facility for spring return and double
acting actuators respectively

Minimum External pilot pressure: 3 bar

Issue: 1
Issuer TPT
Date: 19/04/2021

Dual Solenoid/Spring + Solenoid/ Air pilot applications

Working pressure (External pilot): 3 –10 bar

Document ID: V6422-G3-P0

AS STANDARD

Oswaldtwistle,

Nr. Accrington,
Body and End Caps:

Black Anodised Aluminium

Spool:

Hard Anodised Aluminium

Spacers:

Glass Filled Acetal

Seals:

Nitrile NBR

Spring:

Music Wire

Mounting Screws:
NAMUR Interfaced Plates:

Stainless Steel
Black Anodised Aluminium

Lancashire,
BB5 4WZ, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1254 872277
Fax: +44 (0)1254 390133
e-mail: Sales@pneumatrol.com
web: www.pneumatrol.com

GB

General Safety, Assembly, Operating, Use, and Maintenance instructions

These general instructions complete the specific Instructions or
documentation for each device, and the operating instructions or documents
delivered with the product. Malfunctions, Damage or injury may occur if these
instructions are not followed.




The compatibility of pneumatic equipment is the responsibility of the person( s) who
designs the pneumatic system or decides it specification.



1– General Remarks
These Instructions are intended to prevent hazardous situations and/ or equipment
damage. To ensure safety be sure to observe: ISO4414, JIS B 8370 and other related
safety practices.
This component is NOT a safety accessory, it is intended only for the compliant
use either as an individual component or incorporated in apparatus, machinery and
installations.
Pneumatrol products are designed to be operated in accordance with the limits specified
in the supporting documentation such as, data sheets, and or documentation supplied
on delivery.
All applicable directives legislation, orders and standards, as amended from
time to time, as well as the state of the art practices and procedures must be observed
for the intended scope of application of the product.
DECLARATIONS OF CONFORMITY ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
All Assembly, operation, use and maintenance MUST be performed by
qualified, authorised personnel. Personnel working with the components must be familiar with the applicable safety regulations and requirements relating the components,
apparatus and machinery and electrical installations. (for valves , solenoid valves, electronic control equipment, air service equipment) In case of problems please contact
Pneumatrol LTD. Or one its associated representatives.
2– Assembly Preparation












Check the preliminary storage conditions required for the component. They must be
in accordance with the products specifications
Carefully remove Components from packaging.
Power off and de-pressurise the apparatus, Machinery or installation designed to
receive the component
Stipulate the power off and de-pressurised requirements to guard against any
unauthorised interventions
Make sure the unit, its components and their environments are clean and protect
them against deterioration
Do not modify the device in any way

Ensure the fluid is compatible with materials within the device (seals etc.)
Air water and oil are most generally used (in cases were oil is used make sure
that does not vaporise with in the components operating temperature range .)
The operator or user must make sure that the gas or liquid group corresponds
to the products classification (oxygen is a hazardous group 1 gas . It can lead to higher
classifications : contact us if unsure and require more information)
Connection







Connect all parts of the component that may come in to contact with the fluid.
Clean the conduits that will connect the component .
Be sure to observe the direction flow.
Use only the provided connection possibilities
Ensure that no foreign objects or matter enters the circuit in particularly when
making the connection leak proof

Be sure to observe the allowed bend radius for tube; do not restrict the ports for
fluid circulation
Tubes and connection elements must not exert any force, torque or strain on the
product when in its mounted location.
Use appropriate tools and locate any assembly tools as close as possible to the
connection points
Be sure to observe the recommended torque when tightening tubing connections

Connections must be made to last
Improper connections may cause undesirable pneumatic/hydraulic effects that
can reduce the life of the devices. (Erosion, cavitation, water hammer etc.)
3–Operation
Operation is authorised only after having duly verified that the apparatus
machinery or installation in which the component has ben incorporated complies with
the applicable directives, legislations orders and standards, as amended at the time.
4– Use





In order to protect the equipment , install an adequate strainer or filter upstream
of the device.
Do not subject the components to loads or forces other than those which the
component is designed for

7– Special instructions : Solenoid Valves
Remarks concerning voltage spikes :
Due to their physical design all solenoids, solenoid actuated valves or relays have a coil
which produces an inductance. Switching off the current will create inductive voltage
spikes liable to cause electro static discharge in nearby wiring.
The only way to eliminate these parasitic voltage spikes is for the end customer
to use appropriate attenuation devices such as in particular diodes RC (resistor/
capacitors) components or filters.
The characteristics and wiring of these devices depend exclusively on specific
requirements which additional protective capabilities and can only be determined
suitable individually by the user.
This product complies with the essential requirements of the electromagnetic
compatibility directive, 2014/30/EU and the low voltage directive, 2014/35/EU. A
declaration of conformity is available on request
If The solenoid valve is fitted with a solenoid operator for explosive
atmospheres it must be installed in compliance with the general rules and regulations set out in the applicable standards for compliance with ATEX directives 2014/34/
EU refer to the specific operating instructions sent out with the product.
Assembly

Do not operate the component under pressure unless its ports are connected to
conduits



This component is not designed to operate submerged in liquid, make sure that
water cannot enter the control system



Make sure the device is operated using dry, filtered mediums to standard:ISO8573-1
to prevent the device from freezing in the event that temperatures fall below +5°c
5– Maintenance
Pneumatrol recommend that Periodic checks take place to ensure the continuation of
performance and operation including cleaning down components and re greasing where
necessary.
The checking and cleaning period depends on the type of medium passing
through the device and the operation and environmental conditions.
Spare seal kits are available upon request for the majority of products. Please
contact Pneumatrol Ltd. For more information or one of its official representatives.
Before performing any maintenance work, POWER OFF & DE-PRESSURISE the
component apparatus machinery or installation to prevent any unauthorised
intervention.
Make sure that the component and its environment are clean. If problems arise
during Maintenance please contact Pneumatrol Ltd. or one of its official representatives.
6– Environment
Components must be disposed of in compliance with applicable environmental
regulations when taking apparatus and machinery out of service. And carrying out their
final destruction, or dismantling the installation.










In order to protect the equipment , install an adequate strainer or filter upstream
of the device
All power cables must have sufficient cross section and sufficient insulation, they
must be installed in a compliant manner.
Electrical connections must be made by qualified personnel in accordance with local
standards and regulations

Before any interventions turn off electrical current and power off the components
All screw terminals should be tightened to the advised torque settings prior to
operation
Depending on the voltage electrical components must be grounded according to
local standards and regulations.

The electrical connection is either made by detachable speed plug with a IP65 rated
connection, by screw terminals embedded in a coil with a metal enclosure, by spade
terminals or by flying leads/ cables embedded in in the coil.
Operation : before applying a pressure signal perform an electrical test. Apply power to
the solenoid several times and listen out for a metallic click, indicating the solenoid is
functioning.
Use: the coils are designed for continuous operation and may therefore become hot. If
the solenoid valve is easily accessible provide for mean of protection to prevent
accidental contact that could cause burns
Maintenance: Before any maintenance work can take place turn off the electrical
power to the component.
Air Service Equipment
Assembly: All Ports on the device that come in to contact with fluids must be connected to a conduit. Or an associated component. (Silencer, exhaust Etc.)
Use: Personnel working with such systems must be familiar with electronic controls
redundancies and feedback where applicable.
Environment: In order to prevent noises /nuisance due to system purging by certain
compounds (especially compressed air) it is recommended to use noise reduction
systems where possible.

